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Role of the document
The proposed development at Boulton
Moor is promoted jointly by the JSC
Farming Limited and Central Land Holdings
Limited, who own the land within South
Derbyshire and Bellway Homes and Clowes
Developments, who control land within Derby
City.

This document will guide all future stages
of the development, thereby ensuring that
an area with a distinctive and coherent
character is brought forward; thus providing
new homes, retail and community uses,
schools, Park and Ride/Bus Hub, a Country
Park, open space and infrastructure.

The land at Boulton Moor is proposed as
a strategic development allocation in both
the Derby City and South Derbyshire Local
Plans: Part One. The development responds
to policies AC23 (Derby City) and H13
(South Derbyshire) in emerging development
plans.

This DFD establishes:
•• Disposition of Land Uses;
•• Landscape and Movement Strategy;
•• Urban Design Principles;
•• Character;
•• Green Infrastructure; and

Whilst it is recognised that the strategic
allocation at Boulton Moor includes five
distinct sites, this DFD excludes land
at Fellow Lands Way (FLW) as it is not
physically part of the Strategic Urban
Extension. BM1 benefits from planning
permission.
This Development Framework Document
(DFD) has been prepared to support a
holistic approach for the proposed Boulton
Moor Sustainable Urban Extension to the
South East of Derby City Centre, within the
administrative area of both South Derbyshire
District Council (SDDC) and Derby City
Council (DCC).



•• Access

This document will inform any further
planning applications, and will be a material
consideration in their determination; and
it will act as a fixed document but the
wording and interpretation must be updated
and informed by changing regulations
and changes in site circumstances. This
document would need to be agreed by all
parties.
Alternative solutions and land use
arrangements which could come forward
as part of the planning application process
should justify the reasons for any significant
differences in approach.
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Executive Summary
Integrated Vision for Boulton Moor

This document sets out a holistic vision for
the wider cross boundary allocation at Boulton
Moor to create a distinct new sustainable
urban extension on the edge of Derby City.
The development of the site should respond
to a set of development themes.
Character and Identity
•• Respond to and reinforce local landscape
character of the site, whilst generating a unique
sense of place;
•• Create a series of linked and distinctive
spaces; and
•• Ensure that the scale and mass of the built
form maximises the use of the land and is in
harmony with the surrounding character.

Permeability and Legibility
•• Promote accessibility and local permeability
by making places that connect with each
other and are easy to move through, giving
pedestrians the priority over traffic;
•• Promote legibility through the provision
of recognisable routes, intersections and
landmarks to help people find their way around;
•• Provide calming measures and reduce vehicle
speeds within the development; and
•• Achieve a hierarchy of spaces each with their
own distinctive character.

Continuity and Enclosure
•• Promote the continuity of street frontages and
enclosure of space by development to clearly
defines the public and private areas; and
•• Ensure that all public space is overlooked
by buildings to provide a safe and secure
environment.

Housing Needs
•• Provide housing that is robust and adaptable to
changing requirements; and
•• Provide a wide variety of dwelling types,
including a range of tenure and price to provide
a mixed and balanced community.

The Heart
•• A new district centre including a bus hub as a
key to connectivity to cater to local needs;
•• New primary schools will be provided in
accessible locations serving the development
as a whole; and
•• The development will be well connected to the
wider vehicular network, providing excellent
opportunities for walking, cycling and using
local bus services including routes through the
new development.

well-connected open spaces with links to
existing spaces and routes; and
•• A proposed Country Park providing a network
of footpaths and cycleways, a community
orchard and play areas.

Public Realm
•• Develop all spaces and routes with high quality
hard and soft landscape and ensure that these
are attractive, safe and work effectively for all
sectors of the community; and
•• Create legible walkable neighbourhoods with a
hierarchy of streets within the site.

Sustainability
•• Encourage sustainable living through the layout
of the scheme in terms of transport, energy use,
water use and use of materials; and
•• Enhance the overall value of the development
and create positive social, economic and
environmental benefits.

Open Space Strategy
•• Sensitively designed around the existing
landscape;
•• Create a network of easily accessible and



KEY

Development Framework Masterplan

DFD Boundary

The Development Framework Masterplan sets out key
structuring principles for the development that will help
to inform and guide subsequent stages and all future
reserved matters applications.

Approximate Wider Land Budget Table
(Fellow Lands Way (FLW Site) areas are excluded)

Proposed Primary Schools
Proposed District Centre including
residential and potential bus hub
Proposed Formal Open Space

The Boulton Moor sustainable urban extension relates
to the four sites (excluding Land at Fellows Lands Way
(FLW):-

Land Use

Approximate Area (ha/acres)

Site Area

153 ha (378 acres)

Indicative Location of Open Space
including Recreational Facilities

1. Boulton Moor Phase 1 (BM1)

Residential

75.5 ha (186.5 acres)

Informal Open Space

2. Boulton Moor Phase 2 (BM2)
3. Boulton Moor Phase 3 (BM3)
4. Snelsmoor Grange (SG)

Proposed Location for Allotments

Existing Hedges and Trees

Public Open Space

31.5 ha (77.84 acres)

Sports Pitches

3.68 ha (9.09 acres)

Strategic Road
Indicative Bus Route
Secondary Road

Given that the site as a whole is owned by a number of
parties, the document builds up a holistic framework and
seeks to ensure a comprehensive form of development.
This is shown in Fig. 1. The FLW development site is
excluded from the DFD boundary as it benefits from
detailed planning permission and is therefore not
reflected on the table to the right.
All current and future parcels within the DFD boundary
will be based on the Development Framework
Masterplan to ensure individual developments come
forward and are delivered as part of a coherent vision.



Allotments

1.07 ha (2.64 acres)

District Centre

6.37 ha (15.74 acres)

Pedestrian and Cycle
Footbridge

Including residential
and potential transport
hub

Proposed Water Detention Basins
Existing Waterway
Avenue

Primary Schools

4.4 ha (10.87 acres)

Indicative Access Points
Children’s Play Facilities

Country Park

30.48 ha (75.32 acres)

Internal Land Boundaries
Improvement to existing community
facility
Interlinking Access Points across
boundaries

Country Park

Fig 1: The proposed Development Framework Masterplan of the site





1. Background
1.1 Planning Policy Context
•• The land at Boulton Moor is proposed as a strategic
development allocation within the emerging Local Plans being
produced by Derby City Council (DCC) and South Derbyshire
District Council (SDDC).
•• A Pre-Submission Consultation on the Derby City Local Plan
- Part 1 Core Strategy ran between 26 August and 23 October
2015. This was the final consultation before the Council
submitted the Derby City Local Plan - Part 1 Core Strategy.
Derby City submitted the plan to the Secretary of State for
examination by an independent Planning Inspector on 18th
December 2015, with hearings scheduled for April-May 2016.
•• SDDC submitted the South Derbyshire Local Plan Part 1
to the Secretary of State for independent examination on
8 August 2014. Following a suspension, the Inspector has
resumed and concluded the main hearings. Consultation on
main modifications closed on 13 April 2016.

Fig 2: South Derbyshire Pre-submission Local Plan Key Diagram

Fig 3: Derby City Local Plan, Part 1: Draft Core Strategy Key Diagram



Policy Compliance Schedule
The land at Boulton Moor is proposed as a strategic development allocation within the emerging Local Plans being produced by DCC (Policy AC23) and SDDC
(Policy H13). The table below sets out the requirements of both local plan policies and shows how the development framework document complies with the themes
covered by the two draft policies.
Policy AC23 is draft and subject to potential modifications including through a joint statement of common ground.
Topic

Policy

Residential

●●

Approximately 800 new homes as an urban extension to the south of Field Lane. (AC23)

●●

Residential development on Land at Boulton Moor will provide for around 1,950 dwellings within South Derbyshire and a further 800 new
homes within the Derby City administrative boundary. (H13)

●●

New development to embrace high design standards, including a jointly prepared Development Framework Document to ensure a holistic
vision for the wider cross boundary site is developed and implemented. (AC23)

●●

South Derbyshire District Council, Derby City and developers continue to work together to ensure that the proposals offer a holistic vision for
an urban extension which is delivered in a comprehensive manner across the local authority boundaries. Delivery mechanisms will need to
be established to ensure the necessary level of coordination to effectively deliver the infrastructure and facilities to support the development.
(H13)

●●

A jointly prepared Development Framework shall be produced. (H13)

●●

A cross boundary approach to housing design, layout, density, open space and landscape shall be developed/undertaken. (H13)

●●

A plan of phasing for the delivery of this cross boundary site shall be submitted with an application. (H13)

●●

New development in this broad location to maintain the principle of the Boulton Moor Green Wedge allowing open countryside to penetrate
into the City whilst reinforcing and defining the character and integrity of the two distinct suburbs of Alvaston and Chellaston. (AC23)

●●

Create strategic landscape boundaries to the outer edges of the developments to mitigate the urbanising impact of new development upon
the Green Wedge and surrounding open countryside and to create new defensible boundaries. (AC23)

●●

A significant green buffer and landscaping boundary on the outer edges of the developments, to help soften the housing developments impact
on the surrounding countryside, create a new defensible boundary and help mitigate the urbanising impact of a new development upon Derby
City's Green Wedge. (H13)

Holistic Vision

Landscape Boundaries



Topic

Policy

Green Infrastructure

●●

The delivery of significant qualitative improvements to the Green Wedge and existing green spaces, including the creation of significant
new green infrastructure to meet the existing unmet need for significant scale green space in the south of the City in line with the vision
for green space uses set out in Policy CP16. (AC23)

●●

Improvements to existing green infrastructure shall be made, along with the provision of new green infrastructure on the site. (H13)

●●

Appropriate new shopping and community facilities provided as part of the 800 home development complementing the new district
centre to be provided as part of the development in South Derbyshire. (AC23)

●●

A new district centre shall be provided, anchored by a supermarket complemented by a range of smaller units providing for day to day
needs of the wider neighbourhood; (H13)

●●

The scale of the anchor store will be commensurate with the needs of the new community, the level of growth anticipated and the need
to maintain the vitality and viability of the other centres. The location of the centre should be the focal point at the heart of the new
community. (H13)

●●

As part of the comprehensive cross-boundary development, an appropriate package of sustainable transport measures , including
contributions to the delivery of a new park and ride/bus hub and associated bus service to serve this and wider urban extension site.
(AC23)

●●

The provision of sustainable transport measures, including contributions to the delivery of a new park and ride/bus hub and bus service
to serve this the wider urban extension site. (H13)

●●

As part of the comprehensive cross-boundary development, appropriate on-site and off site highways works, including the provision
of links between the individual site within the urban extension to create an integrated high quality vehicular, and public transport route
within the development coupled with improvements to Snelsmoor Lane to ensure the impacts on its junctions with the A6 and High
Street are satisfactorily mitigated. Developer contributions toward improvements to the Strategic Road Network may also be required
as necessary and appropriate. (AC23)

●●

Highways works, including improvements to Snelsmoor Lane to ensure that the impact on its junction with the A6 and High Street are
satisfactorily mitigated. (H13)

●●

New access points to be created to serve the 800 homes development with main access off Snelsmoor Lane and secondary access off
Field Lane. (AC23)

●●

In order to safeguard the operation of the Strategic Road Network an assessment of the impact of development traffic will be carried out
and developer contributions will be sought. (H13)

Community Facilities

Sustainable Transport

Highways

Access



Topic

Policy

Pedestrian and Cycle
Routes

●●

High quality pedestrian and cycle routes within the site and links between these and existing or proposed routes and green spaces beyond the
site, including the green wedge, Elvaston Castle and new /extended schools. (AC23)

●●

High quality pedestrian and cycle routes within the site and links between these and existing and proposed routes and green spaces beyond the
site. (H13)

●●

The delivery of a new on-site Primary School as part of the 800 home developments. Development on the Chellaston side will need to be
appropriately phased to ensure that primary needs can be met by new schools developed as part of other new developments in the wider area.
(see Policy CP21) (AC23)

●●

Contributions towards the extension of a local secondary school and / or the delivery of a new secondary school. (AC23)

●●

The provision of a two form entry primary school to cover phases 1 and 2 with separate primary provision to serve the site in Derby. (H13)

●●

Provision of comprehensive cross-boundary flood mitigation measures; to address the impacts of the development on fluvial and surface water
issues relating to the Thulston Brook watercourse and ground water levels. A flood risk assessment shall be submitted with any application.
(AC23)

●●

Flood mitigation measures, to address fluvial; and surface water issues relating to the Thulston Brook watercourse and ground water levels.
(H13)

●●

An appropriate flood risk assessment shall be submitted with any application. (H13)

●●

That the urban extension as a whole will not adversely impact upon the setting of the nearby Elvaston Castle Historic Park and Garden and
other heritage assets. (AC23)

●●

The urban extension shall protect and enhance the setting of nearby Elvaston Historic Park and Garden and other heritage assets and will
contribute towards softening the settlement edge around Boulton Moor. (H13)

Green Belt Policy

●●

Any built development to the east of the A6 and west of the B5010 shall be in accordance with Green Belt Policy. (H13)

Archaeology

●●

Both built development and the implementation of drainage, flood mitigation, green infrastructure and landscape schemes to not adversely
impact the archaeological and geomorphological interest of the area, relating to the nearby SSSI. (AC23)

Education

Flood Mitigation

Heritage Assets



1. Background
This section will require updating prior to finalising.

1.2 The Site
•• The strategic land allocation covers 4 development sites to which this
DFD refers and as shown in Fig. 5 identified as the following :
1. Boulton Moor Phase 1 (BM1)
2. Boulton Moor Phase 2 (BM2)
3. Boulton Moor Phase 3 (BM3)
4. Snelsmoor Grange (SG)
•• BM1 : The BM1 site is located to the south of Shardlow Road and
either side of the A6(T). This site is approximately 51ha in size. Outline
planning permission was granted in 2009 and subsequently extended
in November 2011 for development including up to 1,058 dwellings,
a local centre and a primary school (ref: 9/2010/1134). This includes
an approved masterplan. The likely effects of this development and a
proposed mitigation package were considered comprehensively as part
of the outline planning application for BM1.
•• Reserved matters applications have been submitted for the first phases
of development within BM1. The first phases of development west
of Snelsmoor Lane, for 284 dwellings, were approved in 2014 (ref:
9/2013/0802) with first occupations in 2015.



1. Background
1.2 The Site
•• A further approval of reserved matters
was granted by SDDC in January 2016 for
the development of 113 dwellings east of
Snelsmoor Lane (9/2015/0612).
•• The Triangle east of the A6(T) forms part
of BM1 and the outline planning permission
which includes the provision of new sports
pitches including a pavilion and associated car
parking (ref: 9/2010/1134). This part of the site
comprises a single field with woodland planting
along its eastern boundary, which is the subject
of an area Tree Preservation Order (TPO)
and falls within the boundary of the Grade II*
listed Historic Park and Garden for Elvaston
Castle. A block of woodland forms the northern
boundary. Thulston and Elvaston villages and
Elvaston Castle and Country Park lie to the
east of this part of the site.
•• An outline application for the creation for the
playing pitches, a sports pavilion, allotments
and associated infrastructure was submitted
to SDDC in November 2015 and is currently
pending determination (ref: 9/2015/0998).
•• BM2 : The BM2 site is located immediately to
the west of BM1 and is approximately 22.27ha
in size.
•• An outline application for the construction of a
new two-form entry primary school (replacing
the site secured within BM1) with associated
access and infrastructure on the eastern edge



of BM2 was submitted to SDDC in October
2015 (ref: 9/2015/0959). SDDC resolved to
grant permission in March 2016 subject to
completion of a legal agreement.
•• An outline planning application (all matters to
be reserved) for the development of up to 600
units, a 2 form entry primary school, strategic
road links (connecting Boulton Moor Phase
1 and Snelsmoor Grange) public open space
including children’ s play provision, surface
water drainage and landscaping and ancillary
supporting infrastructure was submitted to
SDDC in February 2016 (ref: 9/2016/0166).
•• BM3 : The BM3 site is located to the north
of the Shardlow Road and to the west of the
A6(T). The site comprises agricultural land and
an area of allotments (which are proposed to
be relocated). The site is approximately 9.5ha
in size and is proposed to be removed from
the Green Belt as part of the South Derbyshire
Local Plan. No planning application has been
submitted to date pending the re-designation of
the site.
•• SG : The SG site is mainly located within the
administrative area of Derby City Council
(DCC) at the western end of the proposed
allocation of land at Boulton Moor. The
realignment of Snelsmoor Lane associated with
the proposed southern site access however is
located within SDDC administrative area and
was granted planning permission in May 2013
under reference 9/2013/0245. The SG site is
approximately 66ha in site of which 30.48ha is

proposed as a new Country Park, whilst 24.2ha
will form residential development land.
•• A 'hybrid' planning application involving full
and outline proposals relating to the SG site
was submitted on behalf of Bellway Homes
and Clowes Developments in April 2013
and is currently pending determination (ref:
04/13/00351). The application proposes the
development of up to 800 dwellings (with
detailed first phase of 148 dwellings), a new
primary school and the Country Park.

Fig 5: Boundary of the Development Framework Area



1. Background
1.3 Site Context
•• The existing site comprises of a distinct pattern
of irregular sized fields, which are divided by
low hedgerows containing hedgerow trees.
There are more significant landscape strips
lying on the southern and northern boundaries
of the site, while a substantial landscape strip
lies along the administrative boundary between
the City and District.
•• The landscape features in the wider context
play a key role in the overall setting of the site
and include the Elvaston Castle landscaped
gardens and woodlands to the east.

there are existing playing fields at Chellaston
along with informal public open space and
allotments to the north of the site accessed
from Colwell Drive and Field Lane.
•• In terms of retail facilities, Derby City Centre
offers a full range of services and more
locally, Alvaston District Centre and facilities
at Chellaston increase the offer within 800m
walking distance of the wider site. However
the allocated land will need to provide a district

centre in a focal position of the site to cater for
new and existing residents. To the north of the
site is the Field Lane Community Centre, with
the Noel Baker Community School and College
to the immediate west.
•• Analysis of existing constraints and
opportunities has informed the design response
on the site to create a place of distinctive
character. Fig. 7 summarises the design
constraints and opportunities on site.

•• With respect to edge conditions, the northern
edge is adjoined by existing residential
development, of predominantly 3 or 4 bedroom
family houses. The eastern condition is
predominantly adjoined by the substantial
green belt, which continues the edge condition
to the South. The western edge comprises of
Chellaston Park, open space and the proposed
FLW for residential development.
•• The site provides easy access to
neighbourhood parks and historic gardens all
located within 5 km of the site, including the
Elvaston Castle Historic Country Park providing
a range of leisure facilities. To the south-west,
KEY

DFD boundary

Allotments

FLW site

Surrounding Residential

Residential

Education

Open space
with low
density built
structures

Place of worship

Open space
/ countryside

Community Centre

Playing Fields



Doctors surgery
Post office
Public House

Fig 6: Plan showing the surrounding character and facilities around the site

KEY
DFD boundary
FLW site

* *

Established boundary
planting
Local Wildlife Sites

Green Wedge

Land reserved for bus hub

Areas to be removed
from Green Belt

Historic park and gardens

Area to be proposed
for Green Belt
Allocation

Noise considerations

Allotments
Public open space

Site access
Access to proposed primary
school and small scale
development
Green Belt

Potential site linkages

Overhead pylons

Proposed cemetery

Low voltage electricity
lines

Geological SSSI

Major Roads

Existing trees
and hedges

Secondary Roads

Waterbody
Flood zone 2 *
Flood zone 3 *

Existing Public Rights of way
Internal Land Parcel Boundary
Existing Allotments

* as shown on the Environment
Agency's online flood mapping. A
detailed flood risk assessment will be
undertaken to understand and refine
these areas.

* * * *
* * * *
* *

* * * *

* *

* * * * * *

* *

* * * *

* *

Fig 7: Plan summarising the existing constraints and opportunities on site





2. Layers of the Framework Plan
2.1 Summary
The layers of the framework plan have been underpinned by the policy framework set up in both the Derby City Council and South Derbyshire District
Council local plans. These layers have then been shaped by the existing constraints and opportunities of the site.
•• The landscape setting of the site is a key asset and allows the new development to get the best of both worlds - facilities of town living; with countryside on the
doorstep.
•• The new neighbourhood will respect and enhance this setting through additional structural planting and adequate open space provision.
•• The Boulton Moor SUE's location alongside the primary movement corridors of the A6 London Road and the A6(T) provide excellent opportunities for movement and
encourage accessibility through promoting public transport, walking and cycling.



2. Layers of the Framework Plan
2.2 Land use
•• The Boulton Moor strategic urban extension is
expected to deliver approximately 2,750 homes
including 1,950 homes within South Derbyshire
and 800 homes with Derby City's administrative
area (plus an additional 190 homes at FLW).
This will be well planned to integrate with the
existing character of the site and establish
distinctiveness.
•• To maintain a balanced community, the
development will provide a wide variety and
mix of new homes, ranging from apartments to
a wide range of house types and sizes.
•• The development will provide a large number
of affordable homes including those available
for a mixture of tenures and will be informed
by SHMA. The proportion of affordable homes
will be in accordance with prevailing policy
requirements of 30%, subject to assessment of
viability.
•• Housing will be designed to meet the
applicable standards of sustainable
construction, in accordance with prevailing
government policy. Non-residential buildings
will aim to achieve the necessary BREAAM
accreditation. Opportunities for enhanced
energy efficiency and sustainable construction
measures will be considered as part of



preparing individual applications.
•• To create a sustainable development, the site
will include a district centre to provide a range
of facilities for new and existing residents,
including retail opportunities and community
uses. An anchor supermarket complemented
by a range of smaller units will provide for day
to day needs of the wider neighbourhood The
district centre will be the 'Heart' of the new
community integrated within the development
and accessible to all. The location of the centre
has been carefully considered such that it
benefits from passing trade, visibility from the
main arterial routes and the A6(T) and will
attract consumers living within or visiting the
site.
•• In terms of provision for schools, the
development seeks to provide 4 forms of
entry within two primary schools across the
site. An application for the relocation of one
of the primary schools from BM1 to BM2 has
been submitted to SDDC(Ref:0/2015/0959)
and SDDC has resolved to grant planning
permission in March 2016. The second primary
school is located to the west within the SG site
and forms part of the 'hybrid' application.

•• Financial contributions will be required towards
off-site provision of a secondary school.
This will be used either to provide places via
existing school expansion or the delivery of a
new secondary school.

Approximate Wider Land Use Quantum
(Fellow Lands Way (FLW Site) areas are
excluded from the DFD boundary
development)

Land Use

Hectare

Acres

Residential

75.5

186.5

Mixed Use District Centre

6.37

15.74

Primary School

4.4

10.87

Open Space

66.73

164.89

Total

153

378

Fig 8: Table setting out the proposed land use quantum

KEY
DFD Boundary
Residential
School
District Centre including residential and potential bus hub
Open Space
Improvement to existing community facility

Fig 9: Plan showing the proposed land uses on the site



2. Layers of the Framework Plan
2.3 Green Infrastructure
•• The Boulton Moor strategic urban extension
will incorporate a robust network of landscaped
links and open spaces that are easily
accessible and open to all. These spaces will
need to include equipped areas of play, formal
greens, and informal open space. In addition,
the land between SG and FLW will become
a 30.48 ha Country Park with pedestrian and
cycle paths providing linkages across the site
to FLW and the wider area.
•• The approved master plan for BM1 includes
provision of new playing fields within a
triangular shaped piece of land.(east of the
A6(T)). This provision is designed to meet
the requirements of BM1, BM2 and BM3
and includes a pavilion and car park. A new
footbridge crossing the A6 forms part of
the approved proposals in order to provide
pedestrian access to this area, while access
from BM3 could be created via the existing
pedestrian subways.
•• The landscape proposals will carefully consider
the biodiversity assets in the site and new
proposals will be designed and planned
sensitively around these assets.
•• Throughout, the proposal should provide
appropriate levels of landscaping to the
edges of development to mitigate any wider
landscape and visual impact which could
arise from the new development. At the BM3
site, north of the Shardlow Road, the existing
landscaped noise bund adjacent to the A6(T)



will limit any landscape and visual impact
which could result from the development in
this location. Careful consideration will be
given so that the development would not have
an adverse impact upon the setting of the
Elvaston Castle Historic Park and Garden.
•• The development will incorporate links to
connect to the Green Wedge to give future
residents of the development and existing
residents of Chellaston easy access to the
Country Park.

Open Space Requirement for Boulton
Moor Strategic Urban Extension including
the Country Park within DFD boundary
(areas shown in hectares-ha)
Types of Open Space

Open Space provision
across BM SUE

Major open space / Formal *

30.48 ha

Informal / Incidental *

33.74 ha

Play Provision

2.51 ha

Total

66.73 ha

Fig 10: Table setting out the current standards of open
space for SDDC and DCC
* Calculations exclude the FLW site.
** Based on assumed population factor of 2.4, requirement for each
category would need to be multiplied by 1.92
* Includes Country Park
* Includes Public open space, sports, allotments and drainage

Surface Water Management
•• Surface water run off rates will be kept at
greenfield rates, or improved. Surface water
runoff can be readily managed by providing
attenuation and infiltration features within the
site boundary.
•• Development run off will be discharged at
controlled rates to the existing system of
watercourses, ditches and culverts through the
use of SuDS.
•• A groundwater monitoring regime has already
commenced and will continue on a regular
basis. The results of this monitoring regime
will be used to ensure that the infrastructure is
designed without any negative impact on the
existing groundwater.
•• Off site watercourses have been modelled to
establish the extent of adjacent flood zones.
The proposed master plan has been adjusted
to ensure that all proposed development is
located outside these zones.
•• Surface water management facilities will be
designed to account for any high ground water
level recorded in the area in accordance with
general good practice.
•• Any areas of existing flooding in area to be
developed will be accounted for within the
proposed surface water management scheme.
This may require modelling to assess the
source of flooding in order to maintain space
for water and help avoid any negative impacts
on the wider area.

KEY
DFD Boundary
Proposed Formal Open Space
Informal Open Space
Indicative Location of Recreational
facilities and Sports Pitches
Proposed Location for Allotments
Existing Hedges and Trees
Green Links / Pedestrian and Cycle
Links
Proposed water detention basins
Existing Waterway
Children's Play Facilities
School
District Centre including residential
and potential bus hub

Fig 11: Plan showing the proposed green infrastructure



2. Layers of the Framework Plan
2.4 Access and Movement
•• Access Strategy : The overall access strategy
for the urban extension of Boulton Moor has
been developed to provide direct and attractive
vehicular connections to the A6(T) corridor. A
system of traffic calming has been designed
on Snelsmoor Lane (to the west of the SG
development) in order to discourage routing
to the west to mitigate and manage impact on
existing road networks in Chellaston.
•• Vehicular Access : A 'figure of eight' primary
movement/bus route was developed
and agreed as part of the approved BM1
development. The primary access/bus
loop within BM1 forms three accesses onto
Snelsmoor Lane, with Snelsmoor Lane acting
as the central spine road up to Shardlow Road.
The primary access loop has been designed to
accommodate the BM1 bus service.
•• The primary movement/bus route will be
extended into the BM2 development from its
boundary with the BM1 development through
to its boundary with the SG development.
The northern arm of the primary access/bus
loop will provide access to the new BM1/2
Primary School site. The proposed loop
extension will be provided at a width of 6.75m
to accommodate the extension of the BM1 bus
service. The BM1 and BM2 primary access/
bus loop will be designed to allow for the
subsequent 6.75m wide extension around the
SG development as shown on Figure 12.



•• A main access is proposed from Snelsmoor
Lane directly into the SG site providing access
to an initial phase of development as identified
in the SG planning application (SG Phase 1).
This access would also be capable of serving
the later phases alongside the two links with
BM2 which form part of the primary movement/
bus route.It is envisaged that the southern
arm of the primary movement/bus loop would
be extended across BM2 to SG to coincide
with the construction of SG Phase 1 and the
northern arm of the primary movement/bus
loop extended across BM2 to SG during the
construction of SG Phase 3.
•• An additional access to SG is proposed from
Field Lane. This will provide access to the
SG Primary School and a limited number of
dwellings within SG. No general vehicular
connection will be permitted between the Field
Lane access and the primary access/bus loop,
but a route for pedestrians and cycles will be
provided.

KEY
DFD boundary
Strategic Road
Primary Movement/Alternative Section
Secondary Links - Side Streets and Green Lanes
Indicative Bus Routes
Indicative Vehicular Access Points
Interlinking Access Points across boundaries

Fig 12: Plan showing the vehicular movement network within the site



2. Layers of the Framework Plan
2.4 Access and Movement
•• Public Transport : A comprehensive public
transport strategy was agreed as part of the
approved BM1 development, which provides the
sound basis for the wider site. The strategy was
designed to accommodate the future extension
of the bus service into the BM2 development;
the proposed bus loop can be extended to
serve the SG development, thus providing public
transport links across the wider allocation.
•• The proposed public transport strategy agreed
as part of the BM1 permission includes:
՝՝ Providing a good quality public transport link
to local areas, employment areas and the city
centre;
՝՝ Incorporate the use of bus priority measures and
high level of penetration into the site along the
primary access/bus loop such that all dwellings
are within a reasonable walking distance of the
proposed bus service (400 metres);
՝՝ Provision of showcase standard bus stop
infrastructure provided at key locations and
including information on bus routes, fares and
frequencies of services and seating facilities;
՝՝ It is proposed that the developers will 'pump
prime' these services from early in the
occupation of the new dwellings to ensure the
service has sufficient time to get established;
and
՝՝ Consideration of how a bus hub could link to
and complement the BM1 service.
•• The planning application for SG identifies a
first phase of development which would be



accessed directly from Snelsmoor Lane. Should
this first phase deliver occupations prior to the
extension of the bus loop through BM2, the SG
developers will arrange for the BM1 bus service
to be extended along Snelsmoor Lane as an
interim measure, pending completion of the
extended primary access/bus loop from BM2
to SG. No additional phases of development
should be occupied at either the BM2 or SG
sites, where the dwellings are located more
than 400m from a bus stop, until the proposed
primary movement/bus route is extended into
the associated land parcels.
•• Walking and Cycling : Pedestrian and cycle
routes form part of the approved proposals for
BM1, which can readily be extended to connect
with the routes proposed within BM2 and SG,
providing opportunities for walking and cycling
throughout the development. This will assist in
connecting Boulton Moor with the surrounding
area and integrating the proposed facilities with
Derby's existing strategic cycle network. There is
potential for links to off-site green infrastructure
to be created by SG.
•• It is proposed to incorporate a bus hub, with 430
car parking spaces, into the District Centre in
lieu of a dedicated Park and Ride site. The bus
hub will be served by the proposed BM1 bus
route along with other bus services operating
along the Shardlow Road corridor, with the aim
of providing an attractive, high frequency service
to Derby City Centre. The bus hub will include
sustainable transport opportunities including a
cycle park and footway and cycle connections
with the surrounding networks.

KEY
DFD boundary
Strategic Road
Footbridge
Pedestrian Cycle Routes

Fig 13: Plan showing the pedestrian and cycle movement network within the site



2. Layers of the Framework Plan
2.5 Street Character
The masterplan is designed to provide a well-connected network of streets of different character within the site.
Difference in character and degree of enclosure is key to ensuring legibility and identity. The street design has evolved in conjunction with the
surrounding landscape context and site wide green infrastructure. The design of streets and street sections is illustrated below:

Primary Movement Street Section and illustrative precedent

6.0 - 6.75m

Bus Link

Primary Movement Alternative Street Section and illustrative precedent



Secondary Links - Side Lanes Street Section and illustrative precedent

Secondary Links - Alternative Side Lanes Street Section and illustrative precedent

Secondary Links - Green Lanes Street Section and illustrative precedent





3. Character and Distinctiveness
3.1 Best Practice Urban Design Principles
•• Development within the sustainable
urban extension will adopt a crossboundary approach to the design and
layout and build upon the best practice
urban design principles set out in this
section.
•• The general block configuration
principles are influenced by a number
of factors, including local urban grain,
orientation, space typology and servicing
requirements. The best practice urban
design principles should be adhered to
whilst designing the detailed layouts.
•• Design standards e.g. Better Design for
South Derbyshire and the 6C's Design
Guide should be adhered to.

1

The layout and design should take into account the character and distinctive features of the site and
respond sensitively to the wider context

•• The layout should create a sense of place, complement the site's
inherent qualities and enhance the existing landscape and built
character.
•• Character can be achieved through introducing unique residential
'groupings' or clusters for each character area. These will be
discernible either as arrangement of buildings around a shared
space, or configurations that address and define a particular
space to their front.
•• Dwellings are to be configured in these identifiable residential
groupings that define spaces of a certain character and function.

•• The development will have regard to the
'Built for Life' 12 Principles.

2

Connections and permeability will be integrated throughout the layout

•• Pedestrian and cycle routes should be interconnected.
•• Where vehicular routes reach a terminating space pedestrian
routes should continue beyond that space and connect to the
nearest public route or space.
•• Hammerhead road arrangements should be integrated into the
street and footpaths, especially where development abuts a low
density edge to open space.



3

Continuity and enclosure will be achieved

•• All frontages along streets and spaces should be
designed to create clear definition through building
form, linkage and positioning.
•• Public and private space should be clearly
distinguished with clear demarcation.
•• Dwellings should be clearly defined and distinguished,
this applies to detached, semi-detached dwellings and
terraces to demonstrate legibility.

4

Routes and spaces will be addressed by active frontage

•• Routes and spaces should
be overlooked by windows
to habitable rooms at ground
and/or first floor levels.
•• Blank elevations largely devoid
of windows should be avoided
on to public open spaces and
streets.
•• Active frontages may be
enhanced by ensuring main
front doors and other principle
window elevations face the
street.



5

Corners and plot sides should be positively resolved

•• All buildings located on
identifiable corners (where
two routes, two spaces, or
a route and a space meet)
should positively address
both directions.
•• Building form should
respond to defined corner
locations through building
massing being located on
that corner. For cornerturners, blank elevations
must be avoided.

6

7

Privacy will be maintained

Visual stops will be established

•• Creating strong frontages
will encourage the use
of enclosed private rear
garden spaces and greater
separation distances.

•• Vistas should either end in a
defined public open space or be
terminated by a 'visual stop'. Key
buildings will define key corners
and frame key views.

•• Direct views from dwellings
into dwellings at the rear
will be avoided through
maintaining a reasonable
back to back distance and
through detailed design of
house types.

•• A 'visual stop' may be a carefully
positioned marker or key building
or a prominent landscape feature.

8

Car parking will have minimal visual impact

•• All parcels should utilise
a variety of parking
solutions. Adequate
parking provision should
be made to avoid parking
on kerbs and open spaces.
•• All private parking spaces
should be located within
easy access of the
dwellings they serve.

•• Vistas should not terminate in
a view of a private driveway or
garage door, or the side boundary
wall to a plot.

9

Transition of scale and style

•• Integration of styles and character
should be carefully considered
between character areas to
ensure overall coherence.
•• Sudden changes in scale and
massing should be avoided.
Changes in styles, features,
materials and articulation of
character, across streets or key
open spaces should be carefully
considered.

10

Aspect and Orientation

•• Site views and features should be maximised wherever
possible by including balconies, bay windows and
verandahs where appropriate.
•• Orientation of plots should exploit solar gain when site
constraints allow by providing south facing houses as
much as possible.



3. Character and Distinctiveness
3.2 Character Areas
•• To create a distinctive development and as
a response to the site assets, six character
areas within the built areas are set out in the
Development Framework Masterplan. This will
be planned as a whole.
•• The character typologies are:

1. The Avenue
2. District Centre
3. Green Corridors
4. Picturesque Edge
5. Streets and Squares
6. The Eastern Woodland Edge



Appearance Principles
At this stage broad guidelines are set
out for architectural style. The choice of
architectural style or treatment will need to
take into account the following factors:
•• The use of the building - The school and
district centre buildings have the potential to be
treated differently to residential buildings;
•• The traditional/vernacular style, with
particularly reference to distinctive detailing,
can be used to create a sense of local identity;

•• In some character areas,the architectural
treatment could use materials in a
contemporary way but sensitively blended with
other character areas where a more traditional
style is used; and
•• Consistency of materials must be achieved
across the development.

KEY
The Avenue
District Centre
Green Corridors
Picturesque Edge
Streets and Squares
The Eastern Woodland Edge
Schools (exempt from
character areas)

Fig 14: Conceptual plan showing key proposed elements of the overall site, responding to the character of the site



3. Character and Distinctiveness
3.2 Character Areas
In the following pages, each character area is defined by a series of design principles that will guide the future development of the site. These principles
are accompanied by illustrations showing the arrangement of plots, frontages and public realm, along with precedents. This is for indicative purposes,
exact proposals may vary within detail layouts.
1

Character Area 1 - The Avenue

2

Character Area 2 - District Centre

Key Features -

Key Features -

•• Main vehicular route through the development;

•• The heart of the new development along the main access road; includes smaller
flexible units which can adapt over time with the new community;

•• Tree lined green verges frame the central carriageway; and
•• Regular rhythm of villas and terraces
•• Strong Frontages

•• Formal landscape character
•• Sense of place, well designed areas of public realm where people can meet

•• Consistent building line and front boundary treatment

Illustrative Grouping of Residential Units and
Landscape (exact arrangement may vary in
detail layouts)


•• Space for a range of other commercial and community uses; and

•• Mixed use, scale, frontage to SRN, residential role

3

Character Area 3 - Green Corridors

4

Character Area 4 - Picturesque Edge

Key Features -

Key Features -

•• Informal rhythm of houses laid out along linear landscape corridors defined by
existing hedgerows and trees; and

•• Lower density with larger setbacks and gaps between dwellings, landscape parkland
sets formal character; and

•• Fronted on both sides by semi-detached and detached buildings, generally accessed via
short private drives, with low hedges enclosing substantial front gardens.

•• Predominantly semi-detached and detached units; presence of outdoor living space,
facing open spaces with the use of different height dwellings to create a variety of
roofscapes.

Illustrative Grouping of Residential Units and
Landscape (exact arrangement may vary in
detail layouts)

Illustrative Grouping of Residential Units
and Landscape (exact arrangement may
vary in detail layouts)


3. Character and Distinctiveness
3.2 Character Areas
5

Character Area 5 - Streets and Squares

6

Character Area 6 - The Eastern Woodland Edge

Key Features -

Key Features -

•• Orthogonal layout of streets with regular spacing between terraces;

•• Woodlands/strategic planting act as a noise buffer; and

•• Grouped parking to frontages; and

•• Shared surface lanes provide access to houses.

•• Use of shared surface lanes encouraged to create priority for pedestrians and
cyclists.

Illustrative Grouping of Residential Units and Landscape
(exact arrangement may vary in detail layouts)

Illustrative Grouping of Residential Units and Landscape
(exact arrangement may vary in detail layouts)


3. Character and Distinctiveness
3.3 Parcelisation Strategy
•• The development of the Boulton Moor strategic
urban extension is divided into four parcels
which will be delivered in phases.
•• The delivery of housing, within BM1,
commenced in 2015.
E

•• It is anticipated that the development of the
overall Boulton Moor urban extension will be
completed by 2028.
•• Consideration should be given at an early stage
to the future management arrangements for
infrastructure and facilities. Derbyshire County
Council, as highway authority, will adopt the
roads and related infrastructure.
•• Services infrastructure will be the responsibility
for the relevant services provider.
Arrangements for the management and
maintenance of the open space should be
discussed with the Council's Adoptions Officer
at an early stage.

A
D

•• A detailed parcelisation and phasing/delivery
plan will be included prior to finalising.

This document will inform further planning
applications, and will be a material
consideration in their determination and
represents the direction of travel for
the Boulton Moor proposals. It will act
as a fixed document,but the wording
must be updated and be informed by
changing regulations and changes in site
circumstances.

C

Sports Pitches
and Allotments

B

Country Park

KEY
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Crowthorne House
Nine Mile Ride
Wokingham
RG40 3GZ



The Blade
Abbey Square
Reading
RG1 3BE

